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The OPCW now counts 186 member States. Member
States that possessed chemical weapons (CW) are
destroying those weapons, albeit at a slow pace. In the
coming decade most, if not all, of the 100.000 + tons
of CW from the previous century will have been
destroyed. Of the 12± States, not part of the OPCW,
four of them potentially have CW but their quantities
are restricted to less than 1000 tons. About one kg of
the more potent nerve agent or Mustard gas is
required to produce on average one casualty amongst
unprotected troops, 1000 tons potentially can produce
1 million casualties. Protection, passive chemical
defense, is therefore mandatory.
However, once a detection and protection system is in
place, with a protection factor of say one thousand, the
amount required to produce one casualty amongst
troops in a military scenario becomes prohibitive.
Furthermore, available CW quantities will have been
reduced by pre-emptive airstrikes and the aggressor
will have little chance to fully deploy his CW capability.
The threat from massive CW with units facing several
attacks per week has changed to incidental attacks on
a smaller scale and with far lower frequency. This
should have consequences for the chemical defense
posture of the forces, Detection and protection are still
required but the protection can have a lower capacity,
less spares per individual.

Because the number of incidents will be far lower it
might be more cost effective to abandon contaminated
equipment than to decontaminate it. As the number of
CW casualties entering the military medical system
will be small it might be better to find cures for
diseases from biological weapons than to spent
money on improved therapies for nerve agent or
mustard. Although research in CW medical over the
last 50 years was great, it has not produced a therapy
for mustard or a significant improvement over the old
therapy for nerve agent poisoning.
With a declining CW threat the BW threat is on the
rise, making a passive biological and chemical
defense system even more desirable for the military.
Detection, protection, medical countermeasures and
decontamination for bio agents have all gained
importance. However it should be stressed Please
note that bio agents are a respiratory and not a skin
hazard. Also note that level C and D impermeable
protective suits, common for CBRN first responders
show a much lower protection both for BW and CW
than the air permeable suits as used by the military.
Toxic industrial chemicals and materials (TICS/TIMS)
form another potential threat. The military should plan
operations at a safe distance from storage or
production sites (easily found using Google earth). If
terrorists were to drive a truckload of TIC's close to
operating military, the military should adopt as quickly
as possible the protective posture and retreat to a safe
distance from the TIC. In the presentations it will be
shown that the statements in the abstract above are
correct.
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Biomedical and radiological research projects are
essentially aimed to understanding, evaluation and
modification of ionizing radiation induced effects on
microorganisms, plants, animals and humans. It is
widely recognized that control and management of
radiation injury are central to safety assurances for
peaceful applications of nuclear energy and radiation
technology. Extensive radiobiological research in the
past decades have allowed gaining the deeper insight
of molecular mechanisms of radiation damage in vital
cellular targets, namely, DNA, membrane, proteins
and signaling cascades. The radiation induced
damaging events in living cells are believed to be
mediated by direct as well as indirect effects of
radiation on the components of cells involving highly
reactive free radicals which has provided basis for
developing protocols for radioprotection and cancer
radiotherapy. Cellular responses are subject to nature
and dose/dose rates of radiation which are eventually
reflected in the severity of health effects of population.
Radiobiology research has a long-standing goal in
understanding the risk, prevention, and treatment of
damage to normal tissue after radiation exposure of
healthy populations and also, in cancer treatment.
However, much remains to be learned in terms of
underlying molecular process and factors controlling
the radiation injury. Developing high through put
diagnostic tools for detection and biomarkers for
assessing radiation exposures are immediate
challenges for policy planners, administrators, medical
experts and safety officials in the management and
control of mass exposures from nuclear radiation.
Present world is faced with a rather new threat
scenario from radiological and nuclear attack using
radiation and radioisotope material by so called
determined groups. To address the threat, new
research efforts are required in developing safe and
effective countermeasures against radiation
emergency. It has become urgent to identify the critical
gaps in knowledge and lack of capabilities in
radiobiological research for developing goal-oriented
medical countermeasures that could be broadly
applied to large population in nuclear attack situation.
The need is to design and develop new and rapid
diagnostic assays, development anti-radiation drugs
and mass community-oriented medical therapies for
radiation exposure to successfully assess, diagnose
and treat the exposed people by countering the
radiation injury after a nuclear attack. In addition, role
of radiobiology trained professionals would be vital in
psychological boosting of responders as well as public
in emergencies apart from competence in helping in
source identification, injury evaluation and appropriate
communication to media. Radiation experts would be
helpful in advising to the decision makers and local
administrators in taking suitable steps to mitigate and
treat the victims for saving their life.
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